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Castrol magnatec 5w40 a3/ b4 pdf

5W-30 DX 5W-40 A3/B4 Castrol Magnet 5W-40 A3/B4 Specifications/Industry Standard ACEA A3/B4 API SN MB Approved 226.5/229.3 Renault RN0700RN/071 VW 502 00/50 C3 Max 5W-40 C3 Specifications/Industry Standard ACEA C3 API SN Satisfied: Fiat 9.55535-S2 BMW Longlife-04 MB approved 229.31 Renault RN 0700 / RN 0710 oil house car
and engine engine chemical number 9900000000 as much as 75% of engine wear occurs while engine heating occurs. When the engine stops, the oil flows out of the key engine parts, which makes the Castrol Magnet 5W-40 now over! The intelligent molecules in this synthetic engine oil fully attach to your engine and are an additional protective layer, so
your engine is protected against mod wear from the moment it begins. It also means you spend less money on fuel and expensive damage. For example, when you queue, it will require an engine when you stop and start frequently, it's struggling both on the engine and using a lot of fuel. Features: Using full synthetic technology provides protection during
and after heat adhesive to the counter metal surface, wear on the engine part, providing outstanding performance in very cold start conditions, engine oil can be used for gasoline and diesel engines throughout the year. What kind of oil should you choose? We recommend that you look in your car manual to see which engine oil and viscosity the car
manufacturer recommends your car precisely. You can use engine oil on your car through our increased vehicle registration number. Specifications: Castrol Magnet 5W/40 (A3/B3/B4) 4 L Item No. 9900004640 Engine oil type 4-liter viscosity SAE 5W-40 MB approval 2293 MB approval 2265 BMW Longlife-4 Approval VW 505 00 Approval ACEA A3 / B3
ACEA Approval A 3/ B4 approval RN0710 Approval RN0700 VW 502 00 API SN approval API approval CF front car oil and chemical engine oil no. 990000004641 Get immediate engine protection! Up to 75% of engine wear occurs while the engine heats up. When the engine stops, the oil flows out of the key engine parts, which makes the Castrol Magnet
5W-40 now over! The intelligent molecules in this synthetic engine oil fully attach to your engine and are an additional protective layer, so your engine is protected against mod wear from the moment it begins. It also means you spend less money on fuel and expensive damage. For example, when you queue, it will require an engine when you stop and start
frequently, it's struggling both on the engine and using a lot of fuel. Features: The use of full synthetic technology provides protection during and after heat glue to the metal surface, counter-wear in the engine part provides outstanding performance under very cold start conditions, engine oil can be used for It provides good protection of the engine during the
cold start and summer months. What kind of oil should you choose? We recommend that you look in your car manual to see which engine oil and viscosity the car manufacturer recommends your car precisely. You can use engine oil on your car through our increased vehicle registration number. Specifications: Castrol Magnet 5W/40 (A3/B3/B4) 1 L Item No.
9900004641 Engine oil type 1 liter viscosity SAE 5W-40 Approval RN07 API Approval SN API APPROVAL CF APPROVAL VW 502 00 VW approval 505 00 MB approval 2265 ACEA approval A3/B3 ACEA A3/B4 Approval MB 2293 BMW Longlife-01 RN0 approval sorted by: Product name A-A Product name A-To high price low price low quantity per page:
15 20 25 Displays detailed information about all products. Items 1 to 15 of a total of 55 pages 2 Sort by: Product name Oh-A Product name A-Oh high price- low price low-high quantity per page: 152025 show detailed information about all products List 16-30.All 55 pages 3 sorted by: product name A-A product name A-A high price price - low price low
quantity per page : 15 20 25 show detailed information about all products Items 31 to 45 of 55 Page 4 Sort by: Product Name A-A Product Name High-Low Price Per Day: 15 20 25 Displays detailed information about all 46 to 55 products, all 55 ALFA ROMEO 159, DACIA DUSTER (I) 4WD, DACIA DUSTER (II), DACIA DUSTER (II) 4WD, DACIA LODGY,
DACIA LOGAN (II), Nissan Juke, Nissan Mika (K14), Nissan Pulsar, Nissan Quechkai (II), Nissan Ex-Trail (III), Peugeot Boxer (II) Diesel House, Clio (IV), Renault IV (Megan Talisman), Renault Renault (III), Smart Forvo (IV), III), Toyota Land Cruiser (1 20) Diesel, VOLVO S80 (I) Diesel Free Shipping on Purchase Over 499 KR Normal Delivery Time: 1-5
days In-Store Next day* (*NB: Longer delivery time in the north of f.o.m Bodø) Read more about delivery conditions here: Traffic in queues, delivery and delivery has increased significantly over the past decade, it's annoying, but even worse, it's gradually destroying your engine – for good. With DUALOCK technology, Castrol's unique MAGNATEC DUALOCK
technology is the first in the world of its kind, molecules cling to key engine parts and lock together to protect the engine from stop-start wear and tear. Specifications: ACEA C3 API SN Response: Fiat 9.55535-S2 BMW Longlife-04 MB approved 229.31 Renault RN 0700/ RN 0710 0710
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